Kingdom of
the Air
1 April 2016
978-1925139662
C T Wells

1940. The Battle of Britain has begun. As the air war
escalates, Josef is in danger in the sky and on the
ground. His allegiances are tested as he is torn
between loyalty to his Luftwaffe comrades
and a French woman whom he is
compelled to serve.

24.99

$

experience the difference
Ruby
Wishfingers
1 March 2016
978-1925139631
Deborah Kelly

$
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9.99

Ruby Wishfingers is an ordinary girl with an
extraordinary name. Only nobody else seems
to think so. Ruby can wish for whatever she
wants with her wish fingers. However,
she soon realises that they create
more trouble than good.
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NEw Releases
Charles Haddon
Spurgeon Revisted:
A Dramatic
Biography

978-1925139365
Carol Preston
Published: 1 April 2016

978-1925139693
David Malcolm Bennett
Published: 1 February 2016

ZOO Ball

19.99

$

Beyond the Fight

Percy Smith has always wondered why he didn’t identify
with his father, but he never expected the revelation about
his past that comes at the beginning of the First World War.
In shock and pain he finds himself in a place far from home,
where he meets Mabel Smart, a young woman who is also
struggling to find her own identity in her family.

16.99

$

Charles Haddon Spurgeon Revisited: A Dramatic Biography
gives a private and exciting insight into the Prince of
Preachers’ life. The biography covers Spurgeon’s rapid
rise to fame, the horror of the Surrey Gardens tragedy,
his romance, his struggles, his controversies and how he
impacted his generation as well as our own age. In this
biography, both the man and his ministry are captured.

Zoo Ball
15 April 2016
978-1925139433
Aleesah Darlison

When Ned takes his bouncing ball to the Zoo, it
causes a ruckus among the animals as they all
have their turn playing with the bouncy ball. Follow
Ned’s ball as it bounces from tiger to toucan and
tapir too – as well as many other favourite
animals at the zoo.

Welcome

19.99

$
Aleesah Darlison
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Also Available
18.99

16.99

$

12.99

19.99

$

$

$

From Ashes to Glory

John Wesley

Next of Kin

Puggle’s Problem

978-1921632761
David Malcolm Bennett
Published: 1 March 2014

978-1925139273
David Malcolm Bennett
Published: 1 June 2015

978-1925139211
Carol Preston
Published: 1 May 2015

978-1921633423
Aleesah Darlison
Published: 1 May 2013

A Dramaticised retelling of CT Studd,
his cricket, his mission work and the
decisions he made which helped
form the mission organisation WEC
International.

John Wesley: The Man, his Mission
and his Message paints a picture of
Wesley that is vivid and enduring.
He appears in these pages as a real
man, not a plastic saint, with all his
astonishing talents, his clever sense
of humour and his tragic weaknesses.

Fanny Franks was raised to believe
in honesty, equality and acceptance,
regardless of background or
circumstances. When she meets
brothers Jack and Jim, she is drawn
to them by the alienation and injustice
which seems to pervade their lives.

Pipp Puggle is a tiny echidna with
a big problem. Although he’s good
at doing lots of things, like: hunting
ants, curling into a ball, and building
terrifically tidy burrows, Pipp’s spines
simply will not come.

12.95

24.99

$

17.95

$

19.95

$

$

Little Good Wolf

Love is the New Black

Finding David

David’s Revenge

978-1921633645
Aleesah Darlison
Published: 0 Month Year

978-0975710029
Cameron Semmens
Published: 0 Month Year

978-1921292385
Brad Watson
Published: 2009

978-1921292644
Brad Watson
Published: 2011

Little Good Wolf wants to be liked and
to have friends. He wants to belong.
But Little Good Wolf has one HUGE
problem. His dad is the Big Bad
Wolf, the most feared villain in all of
Fairytale Land.

A creative Christian resource omnibus!
At 200 pages this 3rd Edition is twice
the size of the 2nd Edition with twice the
usability and share-ability. Including: a
fun and inspiring 23rd Psalm-arama;
fresh retellings of the Christmas story;
classic Bible bits playfully alliterated.

As soon as he got on the bus, David
knew the students at the back were
talking about him! David didn’t expect
much from his first day at a new
school--but it seems he had “enemies”
even before he got off the bus.

David is forced to run for his life.
Then, high on a deadly cliff, he must
find a way to save a schoolmate
from a terrifying fall. As they recover
from their ordeal and the lies that
follow, David and his friends face
challenges and choices.
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Also Available
Simple, Tasty, Good
Plant–based
recipes for top
taste and vital
health

Quenarden
The Prophecies

978-1921292705
Australasian Conference
Association Limited.
Published: 2012

29.95

$

15.95

$

978-0958125703
Paula Vince
Published: 2002

This recipe book is simple. That was the idea from the start–
to create a collection of recipes that are plant–based, taste
great, quick and easy to make from everyday ingredients–
and that is what we have done. Every recipe is simple, quick,
easy and healthy.

15.95

$

They stepped into a lost civilisation and disturbed the
balance of power. Their destiny is unknown as they hope for
an escape. Beth, Troy and Nathan follow a lost child through
a gap in a cliff and find themselves in a strange old world
where they are hailed as heroes. However, the rulers plot to
kill them for reasons the three cannot understand.

Quenarden
The Castle of Light

Quenarden
the Darkest Secret

978-0958125710
Paula Vince
Published: 2002

978-0958125727
Paula Vince
Published: 2004

Nathan and Beth have escaped from the cruel Lord Pythos.
An undercurrent of excitement fills Quenarden. What will
Levi Harrison’s loyal followers do next? This dramatic sequel
continues the tension, suspense and surprising twists of
Quenarden: The Prophecies.

15.95

$

4

Lord Pythos tightens his reign of terror. Troy Knowles
has been hailed as the prophesied saviour. He must do
something. This stunning finale builds to a nail-biting
conclusion.

